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 :0007 so then this is a driver issue have you tried a live usb? EriC^^: no, I haven't, and I'm wondering if I should try it, unless
it'll make it worse EriC^^: I'm quite sure that this would make my audio problems worse, yes EriC^^: should I try it in a vm?
(virtualbox) not sure try it in a vm first EriC^^: i've tried virtualbox, it's just so slow, and this server is running ubuntu So I'm

thinking of dropping the vm And the VM is now the next option. It'll take a while, but I'll try it, bbl ok, try it and get back to us
okay, I tried to run kubuntu 19.10 on my notebook, it works fine. Now I've installed 19.10 on my desktop, but I cant get to it, I

get an "unknown system" and a progress bar (loading something) that keeps going back to the same desktop I have two
`netsplit`s just now. The first one is over. The second one is happening now. If the second one lasts more than 20 minutes, I'm

going to switch over to freenode. Hi, i'm trying to run a virtual machine on ubuntu. I've installed guest tools and the VM is
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running but it doesn't give me a CLI interface Why is that? Because the VM is running Ubuntu? Are you running Ubuntu inside
a VM? k_sze: No. I'm running Windows 10 in a VM k_sze: When I run the Guest tools, it says it runs on Ubuntu and it does

start the VM, but it doesn't give me a CLI You need to install a 82157476af
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